Folklore and Fable in the Sudan
limbs, dishevelled locks, a gaping mouth from which
flames issued. She cleaved the air with her claws and
broke trees with her loud voice. The prophet Solomon
said to her, * Art thou of the Jinn or human ? I have
never seen worse than you.' She said> ' O Prophet of
God, I am the mother of children (Umm es subyan), I
have dominion upon sons of Adam and daughters of Eve
and upon their possessions. I enter houses and gobbla
like turkeys and bark like dogs and neigh like horses , . .
and represent everything, I make wombs barren and
destroy children . . / Then Solomon (peace upon him)
seized her in anger and said to her, * O cursed one, you
shall not go before you give me covenants for the sons of
Adam and daughters of Eve, and for their wombs and
for their children, or I will cut you with this sword."
She then gave the following;—
the first covenant
** By Grod, there is no God but he, the Profiler, the Harmful, the possessor
of this world and the next, the Life-giver, the Guide to the misbelievers,
the Almighty, the Dominant, the Grasper, from whom none can escape
and whom no one can overcome or defeat, I shall not come near the one
upon whom this amulet is hung, neither in travel nor in sleep, nor in
walking, nor in loneliness, and God is witness to what I say, there is its
seal, etc."
Many kinds of madness are held to be caiised by spirit
possession and recourse is had to feki& for a cure. One
method described by Crowfoot (Sudan Notes and Record*
VI) consists of a severe preliminary thrashing, with a
.green palm stem inscribed with Koranic and cabalistic
texts. The object of this is to impress the Fekfs personality
upon the patient. When this has been achieved, treat-
ment takes the form of drinking water which has been
used to wash off the ink in which Koranic texts have been
written, reading portions of the Koran to the patient aaad
filter each phrase or sentence spitting or blowing at Mm
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